Welcome to O&O in Berlin
The information below will include
driving directions, as well as how to
reach us using public transportation.
If you still have questions, please
call us +49 (0)30 4303 4303. We will
gladly help you. Our offices are handicapped accessible. Please let us know
in advance, if you are in need of help.
We thank you for your visit!

By car
For all our visitors that will be traveling by car, we recommend leaving your car at the Hallen am Borsigturm
parking garage, since the space in front of the office building is very limited. To reach O&O you have to exit
the parking garage on the opposite side of the shopping center. You will immediately see the Gründerzentrum
(office building, where our offices are located). Walk around the building until you reach number 50.
Coming from the highway direction Hamburg, Rostock or Stettin: On the A111 direction Zentrum (center) and
take the exit Waidmannsluster Damm. At the light turn right and at the following light turn left. Follow
Karolinenstraße, which eventually becomes Berliner Straße. When you see an Aral gas station (to your right),
please turn right. Follow the signs towards the parking garage.
Coming from the highway Dresden, Leipzig and Hannover: When on the city highway (A100), then follow
direction Hamburg and Wedding respectively. At the interchange Charlottenburg keep to your right and follow
the A111 direction Hamburg. Leave the highway via exit Holzhauser Straße and at the exit light turn left. On
the second light turn right and continue on Berliner Straße. Then make a left at the third light and follow the
signs for the parking garage.
By public transportation
The closest station is „Borsigwerke“ (BUS/U-Bahn). From there, please walk towards the Borsig tower. When
you have reached the Borsig tower, you will see the parking garage and the corner of the Gründerzentrum
(office building, where our offices are located) Please follow this direction. On the back of the building you will
find the number 50.
From the city center, the Hauptbahnhof (main station) and from Airport Tegel:
S-Bahn: Take the S-Bahn 25 until Bahnhof Tegel. Take the Bus 133 direction Tegel-Süd, Neheimer Straße. Exit
the bus on the station Borsigwerke.
U-Bahn: Take the U 6 direction Alt-Tegel until you reach the station Borsigwerke.
From the Airport Tegel: Take the Bus 128 until Kurt-Schumacher-Platz. Once there, change into the U 6
direction Alt-Tegel until Bosigwerke.

